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Jacoby Creek - MP 2go.L4

The next bridge to the north is MP 2go.4L at Jacoby Creek. The condition of this timber
trestle bridge is not good, but it can become useable again with a modest investment.
The walkways on both sides are falling offwith guardrails and walkway planks missing.
However, walkways are a luxury on railroad bridges, not a necessity. Most railroad
bridges do not have walkways at all, and few have walkways on both sides. An adjacent
trail has a new pedestrian bridge just feet from the bridge. Removing the walkways is
the most common course of action when walkways need major repairs. Repairs are
needed to the abutment and earth retaining wall on the north end, but this bridge is far
from beyond hope.
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Gannon Slough - MP 2go.a6

The Gannon Slough bridge at MP 29c..6l is in excellent condition with only a number
of broken guardrail posts and an area of damaged walla,vay grating. This damage was
most likely caused by the contractor that recently installed the adjacent trail bridge.

Butcher Slough - MP z.gr'.4t

The Butcher Slough bridge at MP zgL. L has severe erosion behind its failing backwall
on its north abutment. The wallavay planking and guardrails have some issues also, but
unlike Jacoby Creek it will be cheaper to fix them than remove them.
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McDaniel Slough, MP 299.76 and Mad River Slough, MP 296.28 both will only require
guardrail repair in the short term. Many railroad bridges do not have walkways or
guardrails at all, but if they are present, they must be safe.

The railroad runs adjacent to Humboldt Bay, a protected waterwap for almost its entire
path. The repairs suggested above are listed as short term, not because they won't last,
but because they can be done without physically digging in the waterway and should
require little if any permitting. Once ownership and operator status issues are resolved,
these projects could progress quickly. The concept of a Timber Heritage Association
preserving and restoring timber trestles should be well received by environmentalists
and the public in general. Replacement of culverts, or building new bridges, or
converting bridges to culverts on the other hand will surely require environmental
permitting and this puts them in the long term category.

There are six locations where large galvanized Corrugated Metal Pipe (CMP) culverts
cross under the track. Two were discussed above. In all likelihood, there may be a few
more not yet discovered. AII of these culverts show signs of severe corrosion at their
exposed ends.
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MP 299.40

Culverts rusting out at their ends do not mean structural failure yet, nor is their eventual
failure necessarily catastrophic. Our experience indicates that farther in from the ends,
the deterioration is less severe. Generally, a slight dip will be noticed in the track, and
when repaired the dip will re-appear over time. This is the slow process of the culvert
collapsing and replacement is obviously required then. Many times, some settlement
appears in a section of track and only then is the presence of a failing culvert discovered.
All of the CMP culverts should be replaced eventually with pre-cast concrete pipes or
box culverts, but what is there could last for many more years particularly with the
relatively light loads anticipated from current and projeeted operations. Full-sized
excursion equipment is relativety light compared to freight equipment. This is
documented under the'Equipment Analysis'portion of this report.

If the trestles are repaired as suggested, the culverts considered acceptable for now, and
some washed out areas filled in, almost the entire line could be opened for at least for
limited use. Although this was not indicated to be the primary objective rather than a
phased approach, it is an achievable goal without massive spending.

Currently, the operations of the Timber Heritage Association is below the FRA (Federal
Rail Authority) inspection standards as the speeders are considered to be maintenance
vehicles rather than passenger equipment. To run an actual passenger train, numerous
FRA regulations become enforceable. Specifically related to bridges, a Bridge
Management Plan is required that includes annual inspections of all bridges and
underwater inspections every 5 years, after initial inspections. A far greater cost to the
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railroad will be track rehabilitation of the entire line, getting crossings and crossing
signals up to standards and having numerous safety and operating plans. In light of the
daunting FRA requirements, the TIIA may find the shorter term objective ofjust getting
the entire line open to non-train traffic to be an achievable and desirable plateau.
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Timber Heritage Association

Cost Estimates for Bridge Rehabilitation - Short Term
Description Quantity Unitcost Total cost

Rocky Gulch MP 289.56
Pile Caps *

Timber Posts **
Stringers 8"x 17" x 15'long
MissingTie Replacement
Backwall Timbers and Fill

Trestle Subtotal

Jacoby Creek MP 290.4L
Pile Caps

Timber Posts *+

Backwall Ti mbers and Fill
Remove Walkways +*+

Trestle Subtotal

Gannon Slough MP 290.61
Broken Guardrail Posts

Trestle Subtotal

Butchers Slough MP 291.48
Backwall Timbers and Fill
Repair Walkways
Trestle Subtotal

McDaniel Slough MP 293.7 6
Repair Walkways
Trestle Subtotal

L

3

1

I

3 $,m0 ss,000r szsm szs00
12 s2000 S240m
38 sr.70 s6,460
2 ss,000 Sro,om

Ssr,goo $s1,960

8 srm Saoo

Saoo

1 s1000 ss,om
1 sr"ooo s1m0

s6,ooo s6,ooo

s3,000

5as00

ss,ooo

S1,ooo

53,mo

szsoo
ss,ooo

5r"m0
s15,sOO

Ssm

$soo

s63m
s63m

SlE,soo

Ssoo

Ssoo

s6,300

s82,050

s&206
$6,206

sL6,4L2

$99,472

Ssoo

Mad River Slough MP 295.28
Fallen Guardrail Posts 63 5100
Trestle Subtotal

Project Subtotal
Mobilization 19q
lnspection 1070

Contingency 207o

Estimated Total Cost

* A double pile cap arrangement is used on north abutment in leu of multple posts.
+* Post count is a minimum for useage, not long term projection
+** Walkways are not required on bridges, not needed w/ pedestrain bridges

or highwy nearby.

Replaced component pricing includes material, equipment, hardware and labor
for installation by a bridge contractor.

Material only costs with volunteer labor, assume 507o
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Locations and Maps

The portion of the railroad under study forms
a "?' shape between Eureka, Arcata and
Samoa, encircling Humboldt Bay.

Ioeations referred to in this report inelude
our own frequent references to "Brainard" and
"Bracut". These are not formally-recognized
municipal names, but indicate two separate
locations of industrial sawmill activity on the
east side of Humboldt Bay along Rt. ror.
Historically, "Bracut" was a local contraction
of "Brainard's Cut" referring to a
loggingrailroad cut buit to gain access to
Humboldt Bay.

Current maps today (Google

Earth) indicate locations of
"Brainard" and "Bracut" in
locations that do not necessarily
coincide with earlier maps or
historic record. For the
purposes of this report - current
names and locations are used.
It is recognized that this is an
inconsistency, but to identify
track and parcel locations, the
current name/location is used in
this report. "Brainard" is the
site closer to Eureka, "Bracut" is
closer to Arcata.

H{IHTHWESTER}I PAHflI
HAILROAE COMPA}IY

-,LIt{[ t930
q5?.

SaALE r il r.! I LEs
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Track Inspection

A hi-rail and walking track inspection was performed by Randall Gustafson of Stone
Consulting on October L2-LJ,2o1B. This was generally limited to two accessible areas,
one being the open track within Eureka from "H" Street north and east to the Bracut
Industrial Park crossing (approx MP 284.5 to MP z8g.g); in the general area of Arcata
near the Rt. 255 crossing, and then from Samoa at the Cookhouse Road crossing north
and west to Dean Rd. in Manila. These were areas that had significant brush removai
and were accessible for tie inspection.

Other portions of the railroad - north of Bracut to Arcata and west of Arcata to the Rt.
255 crossing were not cleared of sufficient vegetation to allow walking on-track
inspection for tie condition. Averages of the tie counts can be forecasted on these areas
based on what was done elsewhere, as the tie condition and maintenance practices were
somewhat consistent.

Overall, the railroad is most certainly not homogenous. As a mixture of upgraded
branch line, and ex-industrial trackage, it has a complete and varied collection of rail for
a section of railroad only 19 miles long at best. Rail varies from excellent quality 136*
welded rail in Eureka to nearly unidentifiable (due to extreme corrosion) 9o# jointed
rail at Samoa.

Beginning and ending points of the railroad, along with just how much trackage is
involved for feasible operation, is not necessarily linked to the entire segment. Within
Eureka, a significant stretch of the railroad is under pavement in the middle of the
street. For the purposes ofthis report, a'start point'for passenger service is considered
to be as far south(east) as Del Norte St. at MP 282.9, the most viable intercept for
occupied passenger may be the Marina /boat docks at MP 283.8. Open track continues
to approximately MPzS4.z, then turns to center-of-street embedded track running for
19oo' to approximately MP 284.6 exiting I Street. Several potential boarding locations
within Eureka exist at various intersections. The conclusion reached on this report is
that the minimum trackage distance necessary to upgrade to acceptable passenger
standards would at least begin at MP284.6, although it could possibly extend further.

The legal end point of the railroad is commonly referred to as MP go2, Bay Street in
Samoa, but is similarly beyond practical operational consideration. The track at this
location is now essentially removed with water and sanitary sewers occupying the right-
of-way at that location. The effective 'end of the railroad'for excursion purposes is now
at Pacific Ave. in Samoa, with an estimated milepost of MP3oo.4. The most likely end
of track remains at the Samoa Cookhouse Road crossing at MP 3oo and this will be used
as the basis for tie and rehab estimates.
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So while the 'legal' end of the railroad is stated as 282.9-g 02 (rg.r miles) the rational
extents for projected passenger upgrades extend from 284.6-300 (r5.4 miles), which
considering the cost of track upgrades, is not an insignificant issue to consider.

Current Operations

Timber Heritage Association (THA) currently conducts their speeder rides from the
crossing at MP 3oo to as far north/east as the Dean St. crossing in Manila at MP 2gT.g-
This is a distance of 3.8 miles and has some of the most scenic waterfront views on the
west side of the bay.

This track is also the 'most likely'to be upgraded to actual operations in the immediate
future to use actual rail equipment instead of the lightweight speeder cars, so it deserved
particular attention.

As these two speeder cars are easily portable on the highway and on trailers, they have
also been transported over to the Eureka side and operated on special occasions and
events. Open track at that location exists between C Street and the Bracut Industrial
Park; 284.6 - 289.3 for 4.7 miles.

Vegetation

One of the biggest issues in the operation of the
line, current inspections, and rehab of the line is
the amount of vegetation - brush and small
trees - that is now clogging the right-of-way in
many areas. Certain spots along the track are so

heavily grown up that they require regular
attention, and the native vegetation of thorn-
laden blackberries, small trees, and brush has
reached levels making on-track inspection
difficult to impossible prior to removal.
Humboldt County is a warm and wet
environment, and is also fighting a battle against
invasive plant species.

THA has resorted to manual brush-cutting with
volunteers, using hand-held power equipment.

A conventional railroad operation would have a

bi-annual weed spray program on the right-of-
way; but in this case, a volunteer/locally based
excursion program must do all it can to both

North of Bracut Industrial Park

Hand-eleared corridor near Bay Bridge
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comply with federal law yet also comply with local concerns as well as local ordinances
that in Arcata, have banned all chemical pesticides and herbicidesl

For federal track standards and inspections, weed growth on the track to this degree is
problematic. From a practical standpoint, it clogs the track structure, holding in
moisture and shortening tie life. When it is thick enough, it can prevent effective track
inspection because you can't inspect ties you can't see, and passenger operations are
based on inspections of non-defective ties present at joints and specific counts of non-
defective, intermediate ties. In order to operate a passenger train of conventional
equipment, minimum federal track standards have to be met, and that includes track
inspection - which can be made far more difficult by weed growth on and around the
track.

FRA regulations do not specifically target weed growth on the right-of-way, but one
specific regulation targets excess vegetation in a non-conventional manner - CFR +q
2LB.ZT Vegetation -
2t3.37 Vegetation.
Vegetation on railroad property which is on or immediately adjacent to roadbed shali be controlled
so that it does not -

(a) Become a fire hazard to track-carrying structures;

(b) Obstruct visibility of railroad signs and signals:

(r) Along the right-of-way, and

(z) et highway-rail crossings; (This paragraph (bXz) is applicable September zr, tggg.)

(c) Interfere with railroad employees performing normal trackside duties;

(d) Prevent proper functioning of signal and communication lines; or

(e) Prevent railroad employees from visually inspecting moving equipment from their normal duty
stations.

The language in this regulation does not specifically address weed growth in the right-
of-way itself, but section C has been interpreted by some FRA inspectors to include
'track inspectors performing track inspection' as interference. Even the FRA guidance is
va8ue:

37@) Interfere with railroad employees performing normal trackside duties;
Guidance. Judgment must be exercised by the Inspector in determining whether trackside
vegetation will interfere with the railroad employees'performance of normal trackside duties.
Weeds couering the track that hinder the ability of an Inspector to see track structure
contponents is not necessarily a non-complying condition. (italics added).

t http:ly'www.eastbavpesticidealert.ore/Arcata%20Ordinance.htrnl
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Practices and observations in the field have been that this is an inspectors judgment call
that can be contested; however 2LB.3Z "excess vegetation" has been used as a reason for
fining at least one excursion railroad in the US with similar vegetation conditions where
ties could not be inspected due to heavy grass gro\Mth on the roadbed rather than
adjacent growth on the right-of-way. This does not appear to be a consistent FRA policy
even by their admission; i.e. "not necessarily".

A common-carrier railroad with freight operations could possibly enforee federal
preemption over local ordinances, but that is not a wise course of action for an
excursion, volunteer organization that depends on community support and
participation. While herbicides could be investigated that may meet the stringent
requirements of the California Coastal Commission and Arcata, any application of
herbicides - even those that have been evaluated as'safe', is likely to cause community
protest. Unless proven otherwise, a more efficient means of vegetation control is part of
any plan for the railroad, particularly if it is expanded the full distance from Samoa to
Eureka.

THA is not the only excursion railroad faced with these extreme vegetation challenges.
Any excursion railroad in an environmentally sensitive area now faces the same issues.

Strict vegetation control processes are in place on the Saratoga & North Creek
(Adirondacks), Adirondack Seenic Railroad, and on the Catskill Mountain Railroad -
another operation where herbicides are completely banned by county ordinance, and
the right-of-way is publicly owned.

Hi-rail Gradall uith brush-cutting head

Adirondack purchased their unit to maintain over roo miles of active track, but
alternatives exist either through contractors or leasing to procure equipment like this for
heaw brush and small tree removal without damaging track. Close-in weed control can

still be done with smaller equipment. A good relationship with the FRA track inspector
will be necessary to establish their policies of vegetation interference before it develops

into an interpreted and/or fineable violation oftrack safety standards.

The ultimate weapon in heavy brush and weed
control without resorting to herbicides has
proven to be a brush-eutting head on a Gradall
excavator. This is a conventional Gradall unit
equipped with hi-rail wheels, enabling it to
travel on the track without damaging ties or
roadbed. The brush cutter head has proven to
be highly effective on both removing brush and
chipping it to small enough pieces to facilitate
rapid decomposition - which was an issue in the
Adirondacks for potential fire hazards.
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It should be noted that the ability of the railroad to maintain vegetation control for
operations directly benefits any parallel trail activity, and vice-versa. The Western
Maryland Scenic Railroad, paralleled by the Great Allegheny passage, has needed heavy
brush removal with rail-mounted equipment that has cleared the parallel trail as well.
County prison work programs that maintain trails have also benefiied the railroad \,vith
brush clearing. Parallel funding sources for this work have benefited both rail and trail
activities.

RaiI and fie Conditions

While it was not expected that the railroad was in any condition to be immediately
operated for low-speed excursion service, the characteristics of the track structure
disclosed issues that were a surprise. It was expected that the normal degradation in
remaining tie life would be evident since the previous feasibility study in zoor, but
additional factors have emerged in distinct locations.

The previous feasibility study generally relied on track inspections taken by the previous
engineering firm over the entire NCRA railroad, and specific to Humloldt County,
rather than this specific segment from Eureka to Samoa. At that time the railroad had
only been out of freight service for a relatively short time. While it was expected that
this time factor would lead to a predicted aging of the tie population, it was more of a
surprise to see the impact of ongoing exposure to salt spray at selected locations along
the track creating extreme corrosion impacts on some steel track components.

Eureka

Track in the street showed visible vertical and horizontal movement within the r9oo, (
six city blocks) that are embedded rails in the street pavement. This track not only
connects the project to points south, but also the most likely places to store/maintain
equipment near the railroad yard site (now vacated and rail removed). It also provides
access to the Eureka Public Marina /
Wharfinger building at the far south end

this would allow making a direct
connection with a ferry or cruise boat
option connecting across the Bay to
Samoa. As the "Madaket" boat currently
operates from this location, this creates
the potential to need this track in
minimal serviceable passenger condition.

The First St. trackage is showing signs of
tie settlement and deterioration
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throughout the corridor; the vehicle lanes are relatively stable and smooth but pavement
edges at rail joints have opened up in some locations, and the center track
gauge/flangeway pavement is noticeably corrugated around the ties producing a

washboard effect on the pavement surface. Part of this corridor has already been
repaved since the site visit. If the track were actually used by heavy rail equipment, it
would be likely that the railhead surface would show more gauge and surface movement
than it currently shows in its current state. With embedded track in pavement and in
street crossings, tie inspection cannot be done. FRA's guidance to an inspector is o'...

FRA notes that components of the track (such as crossties, fasteners, tie plates, etc.) are
also not fully visible in highway-rail crossings and similar structures. Inspectors should
note that FRA has never specifically exempted these items from the inspections required
under Part 2r3. Inspectors should continue to expect that the railroads will inspect
these areas to the maximum extent possible."z

Any substantial work on the track would be an equally substantial burden on Eureka,
but would be best combined with any significant paving or infrastructure work at the
same time. Without excavation, it is impossible to determine tie condition, but the key
factors of maintaining track gauge (maximum 4' Lo Va" on FRA Class r) can still be
inspected and will be the determining factor of ability to support passenger operations
until proven otherwise.

Eurekato Arco:ta

The track, and particularly the rail
qualrty, is significantly better in this
section than on the rest of the railroad.
As soon as the track emerges from the
pavement in Eureka, it is some of the
heaviest, newest and only welded rail on
the railroad as far north as Eureka
Slough bridge. Tie condition is
marginally better as well; as this section
of the railroad was used the most to
access remaining freight traffic to Arcata
before the line closed.

Bridge conditions (referenced elsewhere) remain the chief issue, with the bridge just
north of the Bracut Industrial Park that effectively severs the railroad for current rail or
speeder operations. This portion of the railroad is also extensively paralleled by paved

trail sections within Eureka to Eureka Slough, and from Bracut (Roclcy Gulch) to Arcata.

'Track Safety Standards Compliance Manual Chapter 5, Classes 1-5, April 1,2007
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Overall, rail condition is good to fair,
with tie condition being fair. The issue
on ties is not the number of non-
defective ties, but the olacement of them.
A significant number of defective ties
were present at the rail joints, requiring
replacement before any actual FRA Class

r (rSmph) passenger service could be
reinstituted. Tie counts in this area
concluded that 5o% of the joint ties in
this area were already defective; and that
would account for the majority of tie
maintenance necessary for actual train operations to begrn in our cost estimates. Our
conclusion is that unlike most lines we have evaluated, the tie conditions have no
focused attention paid to the joints, and that overall tie conditions are relatively
homogenous in any given section. It is far more t)ryical to see evidenee of a joint tie
program from past work so that the joint ties, at least, have a more significant remaining

life than the intermediate ties.

Unlike areas on the west side of the Bay, this track generally showed no overwhelming
ewidence of damage frorn water or salt spray contarnination. The various welded and

9o# jointed rail sections, along with plates, bars and bolts, is still in maintainable
condition with normal maintenance.

TWo areas of the track between Bracut
and Arcata are directly located on the east
edge of the bay and are exhibiting erosion
and additional corrosion from the Bay.
This area has been recommended for
both armoring by additional rock riprap,
along with ballasting, and is partially
washed out. Corrosion on the joint bars
and plates is also to the point where
replacement will be required for
operation. These are new, fairly limited
areas ofzoo track feet, but the entire area
is exposed to the Bay and would require repair along with a recommended track raise.

Arca,to to zS5 (/Mornilo,)

This pofiion of the railroad - from the 255 crossing in Arcata to the 255 crossing near
Manila - is essentially both out of serviee and inaccessible by hi-rail- Brush and heavy
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vegetation conditions prevented trackrualking to establish tie condition in a meaningful
fashion although some track conditions were documented during the bridge inspections.
Tie conditions in this area are assumed to be generally similar to those from Manila to
Samoa, as this was all ex-Hammond trackage operated by NWP and the lighter rail and
maintenance conditions prevailed. That corresponds with the last obvious spot
replacement tie work on that end of the railroad.

The 255 crossing at Manila has been recently removed and/or paved over. Aerial
imagery shows track still in place in zor4, by zo16 the rails are paved over but the signal
cantilevers remain. This was a conditional removal with CalTrans with NCRA to retore
the track when rails are again active. Those are now removed by zor8. Rail is now
barely visible below pavement levels.

Approach visibility on this crossing is good but will still require some signalization to be
replaced. The cantilever towers and signals were discovered in the TIIA material yard at
Samoa as salvage.

Mainilato Sannos.

This two-mile section of track is the area now currently used for speeder runs from the
museum site to the Dean St. crossing in Manila. This is one of the most scenic sections
of rail on the entire bayside, as well as a section that stays clear of level grade crossings.

The alignment directly beside the bay exposes the track structure to extreme corrosion -
detailed later, but has surprisingly little wave erosion that is seen on the eastern side of
the bay. There were no areas in the track section that appeared excessively eroded and
the locations that did have some washout under the tie ends were verylocalized.

At high tide, the track is likely less than a foot above the water level, and should be
raised if feasible. This is a prime area for operations as it will always be adjacent to the
museum site, and has excellent scenery.

Rebuilding the Ilack Structure

This remains an unusual railroad in many respects. There may be no other railroad in
the continental US that is so close to the water's edge, or adjacent to a national wildlife
refuge that offers this outstanding combination of birdwatching observation and
essentially spectacular bayside views from the railroad. This allows visitors to see this
with a very low level of impact, as long as they are in vehicles on the track. It was

observed that the birds themselves are very tolerant of activity, and the egrets allowed a

hi-rail pickup to pass within 5o feet without disturbing their activity.
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This spectacular and unexpected scenery comes with the responsibility of preserving it,
and exceeding expectations by being a responsible steward of the right-of-way. For
train operations, this involves all the usual precautions such as full containment of fuel
and lubricants, gray water and on-board restrooms, but also looking for the most
environmentally practical methodolory for reconstruction and maintenance of the track
structure.

Railroads continue to be allowed to do mandated tie and track maintenance with
creosote-treated wood materials under EPA guidelines3. Known hazards from creosote
use are primarily from non-pressurized use, and exposure to workers during pressure
treatment. Despite this federal policy permitting its use, public reaction to the use of
creosote, particularly where it may generate either noticeable odor or potential surface
'oil slick' immediately after initial installation of ties, cannot simply be dismissed.
Where possible, alternatives to creosote pressure-treated ties exist, and should be
examined for this projeet due to its immediate proximity to residential areas, biking
trails, and Humboldt Bay.

Tie Materials

Since the initial feasibility study was done in zoot, several emerging technologies have
developed for railroad crossties as alternatives to chemically treated wood. Due to the
fact that this line will have relatively light loadings compared to heary-haul freight,
some alternatives that would not normally be considered may be viable here.

Under normal circumstances in railroad rehabilitation, this is a non-issue, as railroads
have continued to use creosoted crossties for rehabilitation as a permitted use

nationwide. Several issues arise here; the total length of the line in question is
relatively short and may be done in phases, the percentage of ties necessary for joint and
intermediate tie rehab is less than 5o% indicating interspersion instead of rebuilding,
and the perception of the community toward the tie replacement project is as important
as the project itself. Therefore, knowing that there are alternatives to the creosoted
crosstie for this projeet can provide a solution to perceived railroad track issues.

II ar dw o o d.s olnd. Tr opic al Wo o d. Cross ties N o t Re quiring Pr e s sur e Tr e ating

TWo specific species of wood have proven to be previously considered for untreated use

for railroad ties Azobe and hard Eucalyptus. Azobe ties were previously
recommended in the previous 2oo1 study for this location where it came into direct
proximity with residential areas in Arcata. Azobe is an extremely hard African
hardwood and cannot be spiked, requiring specialized mounting bolts or drilling instead

3 https://www3.epa.gov/pesticideslchem-search/reg-actions/reregistration/red-PC-025004-25-Sep-08.pdf
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of spiking. It has been used sparingly in US locations with varying results. Some tourist
railroads, like the Strasburg, exclusively believe in Azobe ties as a matter of policy.

Mora has now emerged as the'go to'rot-resistant, untreated wood species according to
several supplier sources. The New York City Transit Authority has both purchased and
specified this species for sensitive areas, as well as meeting a sustainability initiative in
material purchasing.4

Species vary, but some Eucalyptus has been used in selective locations for tie material,
including a narrow-gauge tourist railroad in Hawaii. While originally planted in the
19oo's as potential rot-resistant railroad tie material not requiring preservatives,
younger trees produced sapwood that warped and cracked in that application and the
tree is now regarded by many as California's largest weed as well as a major fire hazard.
By now, larger and nearly 1oo-year old trees may be eligible for that use as most
complaints about warp and cracking seem to be from younger trees rather than fuIly
mature ones measuring > 16" at the stump.

The tree has such a poor reputation (particularly in California) that reconsideration may
still be d.ue, but no active suopliers of Eucalyptus railroad ties have been located in the
US although searches disclose a wide market for Blue Gum Eucalyptus lumber in
Australia for flooring, beams and other uses. Use of any mature, non-sapwood
Eucalyptus stock for tie replacements could be done on an experimental basis with an
eye toward the future, if a local mill can even be convinced to cut and air-dry some ties
for testing. As not all Eucalyptus is the same, but the majority of trees in California are
'Blue Gum', research is in order to distinguish exactly what is marketed, harvested and
sold, and how it was dried. Finding a practical and ecologieally sound use for trees that
are considered a hazard even for trail users could be mutually beneficial for the
communitiess as well as the railroad project.

Concrete fies

Experiments have been done over several decades using concrete ties for railroad use.
The issue isn't whether or not concrete ties 'work' for ties, it is the behavior of them
when they are mixed with existing wood ties on existing track. The concrete ties are
'harder', and are particularly suspect where their additional stiffness may break or
compromise lighter rail such as present on the Humboldt Bay trackage. Concrete ties
have been produced that have the identical dimensions to existing wood ties specifically
designed for interspersed applications, but the results have not been confirmed to be

a Mora Wood Database; USFS;

!rttps://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/TechSheets/Chudnoff/TropAmerican/html files/moraexLnew.html
s 

httos://krcrtv.com/north-coast-news/eureka-local-news/countv-board-approves-preliminarv-plan-to-removg-
portion-of-bavs-euca lvptus-trees
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satisfactory. The light load characteristics of this line for excursion use place it in a

different category, but the concern over reports of rail breakage over interspersed
concrete ties remain as an unresolved issue.

Steel Ties

Steel ties have proven to be an economical substitute for wood ties in many industrial
siding applications, and particularly useful in areas where a fire concern is high, such as

within refineries. They have reached total acceptance within the rail industry, and even
within state agencies are considered a bid alternative to existing wooden ties. They can
be interspersed with wood ties.

The environment of Humboldt Bay, however, has not proven to be particularly friendly
to steel in any use due to the exposure in selected areas to salt water. Unless the steel is
encased or protected and warranted for z5-year life it could not be recommended for
this application.

Composite (plastic) Ties

Recycling plastic materials into a railroad-tie sized application has gained particular
interest overseas and within the US. This technolory has evolved since the first study
was done for Humboldt County and has been researched by the technical arm of
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA),
particularly in foreign applications.o A key statement in that AREMA study is that
"Recyclable plastic tie is the only one that can be worked in conjunction uith uooden
ties' Due fo ffs shape and characteristics it may be interspeised utith uooden ties
trtithout the loss of line surface. This condition allouss the a[teration of a railusay ties
without any interference in the working methods of maintenance teems.,,

Given that plastic tie manufacturers use recycled, rather than virgin, materials for tieproduction, and one of the most pressing issues within California and nationwide iswhat to do with the worldwide glut of recycled plastics, this alternative may be the mostenvironmentally-friendly available that does not compromise the actual track structure
and does not require a toog6 replacement plan for all Jdyacent ties, as does concrete.

NYCTA (Iong Island Railroad, NYC subways, MTA) has experimented successfully withcomposite ties in transit use with a specific eye toward sustainability challenges for non-creosote tie solutions' The plastic composite tie has apparently met all sustainabilitygoals for NYCTA along with multi-year testing.

https://www'arema'org/file s/library/20L4-conference-Proceedings/plastic-composite_Ties_in_Brazil_challenges
_a nd_Solutions_in_Large Sca le_lnstal lation. pdf
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Unlike some alternatives, the composite ties can be spiked without drilling, and does not
necessarily require special fasteners like steel or concrete. Installation costs are similar
to wood ties.

The key issue of the composite/plastic tie remains initial per-tie cost. The justification
for the difference in price is frequently the expected tie life, particularly in harsh, wet or
poorly drained environments that rot a wood tie on an accelerated basis. Northern
California is considered a wet environment.

According to a Railway fie Association study of crossties published in zoo67, this was a

comparative cost index of crosstie pricing across different materials.

Wood Concrete t Concrete e Plastic Steel r* Steel z*

Unit cost $gs.oo $zso.oo $zoo.oo $rgs.oo $rao.oo $rao.oo

Ties/mile 3.250 z.6ao z.6ao 3.250 3.250 2,88o

Cost/mile $go8,zso $66o,ooo $szS,ooo $+g8,zso $+ss,ooo $+og,zoo

Given the pressure on the recycling streams for plastics, use of a plastic/composite tie
would appear to meet environmental and sustainability goals for the region, as well as

result in a tie that would stand up to the relatively harsh and wet environment present
around the Bay. Ttre combination of poor roadbed drainage and healy vegetation
growth also contribute to an accelerated decay of wood ties that a composite tie program
could conceivably address.

Quantity estimates are based on some selective tie inspections along the railroad, with
particular attention paid to the number of defective ties necessary to return the railroad
to FRA Class r minimum standards for passenger service at 15 mph.

Rail and OtherT?ackMaterial (OTM) fssues

The previous study identified rail issues that remain today; a mix of rail weights and
applications ranging from r3z*t welded rail just north of Eureka to 75-8o+ rail at
Samoa, and mixed application of torch-cut rails and odd lengths. The presence of torch-
cut (shortened) rail, or torch-cut bolt holes limits a track to FRA Class r by default; this
appears to be present primarily from Arcata to Samoa.

7 https://www,rta.org/assets/docs/comparitive%20cros slie%2}unil%2OvalueYo2O%20costs.pdf
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Since the zoor study, time and environment have

taken their toll, but the climate and
characteristics of the Humboldt Bay have
produced some clearly visible degradation in rail,
plate and bar condition in any completely
unshielded area where the bay water, waves, or
spray can reach the track without a protective

screen of vegetation between the water and the
track structure.

The areas where this is the most noticeable are
just north of the Bracut Industrial Park on the
east side of the bay, and the portion of the track
directly on the water's edge on the east side of the
bay between Samoa and Manila. These are the
same areas that are subiect to the issues of
elevation and erosion from the bay.

In those areas, the accumulated corrosion on rail,
tie, plates, and particularly any lighter rolled steel
joint bars (on the 75*-Bo# and similar rail) is
some of the worst ever seen. On the west side of
the bay, both plates and bars are corroded well
beyond usability, with bolt holes completely
eroded and full wastage of the bar section present
leaving the rail visible through the bars. Lighter,
single-shoulder plates on the west side show
similar erosion with significant numbers broken
or unusable. The presence of rolled, rather than
cast, steel is a likely contributing factor.

On the east side, selective replacement of the
bars and bolts may still leave usable rail and
plates on the 9o# rail. On the west side, the
combination of lighter rail, tie condition, bars
and plates combine to recommend full
replacement of the track structure for a total of
35oo feet.

washout

on shore
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On the east side, the same areas that show issues from washout exposure to the bay
waters have issues with corrosion, but the cast bars are less likely to have full wastage,
although some have been seen in the washed-out areas that are unsuitable for use.

The most striking observation in the field inspection was that with the presence of any
screening vegetation between the water's edge and the track structure, the deterioration
of the bars and plates was greatly reduced - sometimes within a few feet. The severe
corrosion is limited only to areas with this direct exposure to the waterfront.

All told, this measures out to a potential of an estimatedto,zTo track feet or z miles.

Because of the heavy vegetation, it is difficult to assess the degree of corrosion and
section loss on the rail base itself. Where it is visible, and even where it was test-
exposed in limited spots, it was not found to be suf6cient to require rail replacement.

Existing Rail Stocks

The removal of the Eureka freight yard and balloon track had one intended benefit - the
original rail, switches and usable materials were salvaged and are preserved and sorted
at the Samoa site by THA.

This changes a rather difficult situation (particularly with the light rail and eroded joint
bars) into a manageable plan, as there appears to be sufficient salvaged yard rail to
entirely relay the most suspect and damaged portions of the track from Samoa to
Manila. Rather than attempt a repair function on the worst of the damaged track, the
recorlmendation becomes to use the salvaged rail from Eureka to relay the section of
the track most immediately beneficial to fimber Heritage - the section from the
museum site at Samoa to the Dean St. crossing in Manila. Given that the rail, bars and
plates on this section are the most severely corroded, the track elevation needs to be
raised, and the tie condition requires at least full joint and intermediate replacement - a
complete rebuilding of this initial two-mile section along the bayside from Samoa is
warranted.

Tie Replacement Estimates

The track inspection tie counts by section are shown below. This estimate - along with
noting the defective joint tie conditions, begins to establish some quantification of what
the rail line will need to re-establish conventional equipment excursion serviee. This is
then compared to what the FRA minimum track standards are, to indicate the difference
between observed field conditions and what is required to actually operate conventional
rail equipment over a section of track instead of the current light track speeders (which
are classified as maintenance vehicles, not locomotives or passenger cars).
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Examination of the minimum non-defective tie standards allowed by FRA track class
establishes how many defective ties (oint ties and intermediate ties) are allowed for two
different track standards - FRA Class r at r5mph, and FRA Class z at zg mph.
Comparing this against the statistical analysis of where the railroad is today - and will
be five years from now - begins a statistical estimate of how many ties the railroad
would need to resume low-speed passenger excursion service.

22" TIE DISTRIBUTION PLUS STAGGER on 39' jointed rail
MINIMUM TIE COUNTS FOR FRA Class 2 25mph passenger

Tiesoer39'section Good

good tiei required
MINIMUM TIE COUNTS FOR FRA Class 7 70 mph - 75mph passenger

Good Total

good ties required

It is very important to observe that FRA Class 1 track class still allows /Lo/o of the ties to
be defective, as long as there is at least 2 solid joint ties per track section (one per side

on staggered joints) along with 5 good intermediate ties. That is raised to 8

intermediate ties for Class z but the principle is still the same; and that the current
defective Yo of. 4\o/o average isn't necessarily as critically bad as it could be given first
impressions of the track structure.

What does raise concern is that the predicted rate of deterioration on the s-year ties

takes this up right to the allowed threshold of total defective ties, and that the track
conditions observed already had a significant number of deteriorated joint ties that need

immediate replacement. This makes it critical to apply ties exactly where they are most
needed and also indicates a foeus on an actual physical tie-marking program prior to
any actual rehab to firmly establish needed ties per individual track section. These

statistical estimates serve as a beginning point for costing and materials comparisons.

The unequal mix of joint ties vs. intermediate ties does become a focus, and the initial
rehab must be focused on the joint ties irrespective of target track class speed.

Establishing a count to get the initial rehab done to minimums is the first step, and then
establishing an ongoing annual maintenance estimate is the second step.

allowed Defective in 5

otal ties (min)

ntermediate ties in addition to joint
22
98

53% 48/o

ties (min)

nt ties
ntermediate ties in addition to joint
(tangent track)

21

2

5

4 Str/o

t7 29%

22
728

7L% N'6
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operoted I St. Eureka

operated Atcata Bracut crossing

Arcata switch to peninsula

out of serv. Arcata 255

NaW Base Road 255

operated DeanAve.Manila

I Rt2ssbridge

I Gate crossing

operoted Cookhousecrossing

NE POPUTATION ESITMATES AND REPI.ACMENTTOTAL ESTIMATE

on 22" spacing

TIES PER MII.I
TOTAL RAIL MILES

2880

MILEPOST

2U.6 Beginning of open trock
2S.3 4.7 miles 13536 ties
292.t 2.8 m64
292.2 0.1 miles 288 ties
296.7 4.5 12960 ties
297.9 1.2 3456

299.5 7.6 4608

29Bs 0.4 t752
300.01 0.11 3L7

!s.4r &365 3@36

24% $Yo 4118

w2t 73.8v"

'yeartie 
estlmate

4*tat
4L73

4t7l
350!16

23.7/o

963

4.7

7.4

3.31

t5.tl1 4438t 7.4 8.01

Total Total out of serv in serv

space/length
LINEALFOOTAGE PER lmtie sample 22 1m 1$.3 feet
JOINTS PER SAMPLE 39 2 9.4 joints per 100 tie sample

18.8 joint ties per sample

lnitial Rehab to tRAl track class

Total tie estimate Operating Track Total 4/*m totalties
miles Feet joints TarSel%

Joint tie total estimate (2 per 3g'section min) L5.41 81365 4L73 8/. 2003

Required joint tie minimum
lntermediate tie estimate

Percent required

Total joint and intermediate ties to minimum track class

Regular Maintenance to hold track cl6s
Replacement program

Total ties
Joint ties @ 1 perjoint staggered

Second joint ties
lntermediate ties

Total current $year life
Joint ties @ 1 perjoint sta8gered

Required intermediate ties likely
tyear plan total forecast

23.1% Fyearcategory

8580 1981

zlyu

Iie Plan

!ff/o YeatT 29
75% 2 tW
2e/" 3 W
25Yo 4 7!b
3Wo 5 83

tw, 2944
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That effectively concludes that an initial rehab of the line would likely require just over
6,too ties to meet FRA Class r, but that an additional z,9oo ties would be required over
the next five years to keep it there at the predicted rate of failure of the current ties with
only 5-year remaining life.

It is always an option to simply plan for the initial rehab to cover the defective ties and
more, anticipating that it may be several years before the next effort and that contractor
pricing rather than volunteer labor can be utilized. In that case, a predicted program of
nearly 1o,ooo ties over the entire railroad is indicated.

This is also limited by just what section of railroad is being rehabbed on a phased

approach, and is also subject to certain severe degradation issues such as the bayside
washouts in specific spots. Statistical averages do not apply well in those situations, but
those are considered to be spot areas more likely to require more intense work.

Tie Program Cost

How much wilt this initial rehabilitation cost? This immediately becomes a matrix of
alternatives, of materials and distance. At this point this remains an order of magnitude
cost for the tie program alone, but that wiU likely be the most significant impediment to
any line segment that cannot be accomplished with either material on hand or purely
volunteer labor.

INITIAT TIE REHAB ESTIMATE

Track class target FRAl Entire Line

(operated)

Samoa -

Manila
Manila-
Arcata

Arcata -

Eureka I st.

Total miles

lnitial rehab tie count

Rehab cost estimates

lnstalled cosVtie
(contractor)

Per tie
wood S 140.00

Comp/Plastic S 185.00

concrete 5250.00

15.41

6t2l

3.31

s184,073

5243,239
5328,701

4.7

]'867

7-4

$85,5,957

$1,,!32,42o
51,s3o,298

Yt1.,szz
55/,3,797

57A,86t

s26t,372
s34s,38s
5/i66,736
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Rail and OTM Replacement

The other obvious line item for operations restart is to address the areas of significant
corrosion of tie plates and joint bars in selected areas exposed to salt water moisture,
spray and periodic waves. As TFIA already has a significant stock of salvaged materials,
this measurement can be used to estimate either volunteer efforts or contractor labor
efforts to focus on these specific areas.

Rail issues requiring replacement due to washouts/corrosion

Samoa-Manila

Samoa-Manila

Lumber mill to Brainard

Brainard-Arcata

Total

Given that much, if not a[, of the
necessary rail material for this effort is
already stockpiled by THA, a contractor-
based estimate for track repair would
consist of disassembly of the existing
track, replacement of the necessary ties
(previous cost estimates), placement of
material, and assembly of the track using
new bolts and spikes. As rail alone is
worth $roo/ft in most relay-rail
construction bids that we have recently
conducted, a remaining portion would be
primarily labor - with a potential credit

90lb

Some washout

90lb

THA material saluage inuentory at Samoa

3200 feet Rail, plates, bars On 75-80 AS

300 feet Rail plates bars

3s00

6500 feet bars, bolts

720 feet bars, bolts

7220

10720 feet
2.0 miles

for scrapping the lightest and most corroded steel components.

The net impact of this is subject to both available contractors and workload, and also

could conceivably be done with a mixture of volunteer and contractor labor isolated by
task. But for cost estimating purposes, the usual $zoo/ft would be likely halved to

$roo-rzs/ft over two miles; a $1.2 million line item.
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Right-of-Way Encroachments and Challenges

Since the railroad corridor was put out of service by the 1996 Eel River flooding event,
and managed by the NCRA, the portion of the railroad in Humboldt County was
effectively neglected. Other than the obvious damage to the track structure from
localized washouts from the bay, the other less-obvious but equally concerning result
has been the creeping property use encroachments across the railroad corridor in
several locations, but one specific location of strategic focus.

The corridor is effectively usable between Eureka and Brainard, and with track washout
work, as far north as Bracut. The track is substantially in-place until the route 255
crossing in Arcata.

The legacy alignments of the tracks through Arcata are a result of the multiple historic
railroads in the past - no single original railroad ever connected Samoa to Eureka. The
combination of the ex-Northwestern Pacific, California & Northern, and Hammond
Lumber trackage were blended into an SP/NWP operated line collection that has the
legacy of an extremely confusing track structure within Arcata that persists to this day.
The awkward and confusing tracks through the town now create issues with excursion
train feasibility and operational issues.

This would be nothing more than an interesting historical footnote if it did not present
impacts into the current day. What needs to be emphasized is that the'main line'track
that crosses Rt. zSS does not go directly into Arcata itself, but skirts the community to
the south, and heads directly west along Rt. 255.

The tracks that go north into downtown Arcata itself - and touch the portions of the
town most amenable to tourism and visitation - are now effectively on a spur track that
went north and east to lumber mills at Korblex that no longer have rail service. But both
tracks - through the south part of town, and the original 'wye track' on the west side of
town, now have encroachments built across the track.

The southern 'main line' connector turns
west as soon as it crosses Rt. 255 and goes

through the parking lot of the'Winkel Floyd
Business Park'. Older aerial photos show
the track structure littered with junk cars,
unknown industrial refuse, and various
non-permanent debris virtually obscuring
any view of the track itself inside the fence.
At the time of the original feasibility study,
the entire site was 'temporarily' fenced
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across the track to prevent materials theft from the former industrial site. This site is
now actively advertising for monthly leases of warehouse space. In order to operate
directly from Eureka to Samoa without reversing directions within Arcata, this track
section must be available for use and the fence across the track removed.. Arcata City
parcel maps still clearly indicate this is a separate railroad right-of-way through that
parcel and not absorbed into the adjacent parcels.

The northern tracks that form an upside-down 'Y" in the middle of the community has
two elements, the side-of-the-street track that goes directly into the middle of the town,
and the connecting track that is the west leg of the wye. These two parallel portions
connected physically just south of the intersection of rln St. and Alliance Rd. The rails
have been paved over across Alliance Rd. but the remnant grade crossing masts and the
rails themselves are still in place, and go on as far north as Korblex.

The western connection - which reconnects to the
Samoa line, is more significantly compromised
than the track through the center of town, and at
Sth and N Streets (t++S 8,h), a semi-permanent
structure apparently has been placed directly over
the track by one of two previous businesses, neither
of which appear to still be in operation today. No
sign of active operations were seen during the site
visit. This single-story wooden structure would
have to be removed to operate over this segment of
track.

The track running beside "L" Street
in Arcata does not show on City
parcel maps as separate parcel
right-of-way, as other track parcels
do. It is unknown if it is originally a

railroad-right-of-way with a street
occupation, or a street occupation
with a track through it by original
agreement. The parallel trail has
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already been constructed to the west side of the track at this location (and moving to the
east side at roth) and presents no impediment to rail operations directly into Arcata.
This track is truly strategic to including Arcata in the benefits of excursion activity.

A continuous problem along the entire
right-of-way has existed with the use of the
NCRA property as temporary homeless
camp locations. These mostly consist of
tents and improvised shelters from scrap
material and are not construed as a
adjacent property owner activity. While
they create a waste nuisance and potential
pedestrian hazard, they are not a true
usage threat and have been responsibly
removed by local cooperation between the

perception that the tracks are abandoned,
areas not currently operated contributes to

Humboldt County Sheriff and T[IA. The
along with the heavy underbrush growth in
this issue.

Grade Crossings

For the most part, the grade crossings
along the railroad have been left in place,
even if the electrical equipment and
signal masts have either been removed or
are vandalized. The signal masts that
have been removed have been stored on
THAproperLy.

One key crossing for this project that has
been removed is just east (north) of
Manila on Rt. 255. This was a long,
oblique-angle crossing with overhead
cantilever signals, and has apparently been fully paved over and the approach rails
removed. The actual crossing rails appear to be under the current pavement layer. This
crossing is necessary for any fulI service between Samoa and Arcata.

The FRA database shows all inventoried crossings necessary for this project as "open".
Due to the long inattention to this line dating back to Eel River & Eureka , the FRA
crossing database is particularly suspect for accuracy. Street names, mileposts, etc. are
not confirmed to be accurate in the field. Compounding this issue is the lack of
remaining crossing identification as the crossing masts have been removed with any
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AAR crossing number on them. Finally, due to the parallel tracks through Arcata, it is
difficult to determine 'which track is which' in reference to a grade crossing, for
example, when there are two crossings on 8th St., one is listed and the other does not
show as either a private crossing. What is critical, however, is that for AAR/DOT
purposes, all the major track crossings necessary for Eureka-Samoa still appear to be
legally open so that no application process is necessary to reopen them. The only closed
crossings are those that are either north of Arcata, or as part of the "balloon track"
removal within the Eureka yard.

For grade crossing safety, FHWA/DOT looks at AADT (vehicle) counts, train activity
and speed, and crossing accident history to determine appropriate signage and/or
equipment needed. It is up to the state DOT's to determine the appropriate signage and
equipment required and up to the railroad to maintain them, as well as pay for utility
power to any powered signals. Many crossing upgrades are paid for by Federal Section
r3o grant funds, which do require a zo%o match, but also allow significant track
upgrades on approaches to complete any grade crossing signal circuits. It is a fact,
however, that equipment and protection upgrades are rarely, if ever, required or
awarded in anticipation of actual activity changes and are often implemented only as a
result of traffic or accident incidents justifying them.

Trails

Humboldt County has done an admirable job of constructing recreational trails in
several locations without compromising the railroad right-of-way. The alignment along
the bayside, particularly along Hwy. rot, is challenging for both a trail and a railroad as

it is so exposed to the tidal action and storms. The portions of the trail that have been
completed from "T" street to Eureka Slough in Eureka, the southern portion of Arcata
around the bayside, and the parallel street trail within Arcata, are complete and pose no
conflict to current or planned railroad operations.

One element necessary for trail expansion,
and a seeming point of contention, is gaining
access across the Eureka Slough bridge for
future trail activity. While it is standard
practice for a trail to be on its own bridge
structure when a railroad bridge is involved -
either completely separate or cantilevered off
the side of an existing railroad bridge - it
should be noted that at least one trail and rail
operation on the West Coast solved the entire
issue by simply decking over the railroad
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bridge and installing multiple safety escape platform locations on the existing rail
structure.

Astoria OR has a waterfront rail trail that has nearly half of the 2.8 mile downtown
length on existing wood pile railroad trestles. While they only operate a low-speed,
vintage streetcar on the original railroad track, they operate it on qo-minute schedules
during the seasonal and weekend operations (far more activity than on an excursion
operation), and the trail is very heavily used as a waterfront pedestrian corridor. The
joint use of the corridor as both a trail and a recreational railroad has now been in place
since zoo6 and was done almost entirely with local funds on decking the railroad
bridges to accommodate rail use.

It should be noted that key operational and
design features make this possible. Trolley
speeds are slow - romph, and the stopping
distance of the trolley on the bridge
approaches is short. Unlike a conventional
freight train, the trolley can rapidly stop, and
wait if necessary, if a particular pedestrian
seems una\ rare of the hazard, as the decking
extends fully between the rails. Visibility on
the bridge approaches for both the trail users
and the trolley is excellent, and signage to
watch out for the trolley is everywhere along
with ample and frequent escape locations.

bridge with escapes

Despite the general public perception that this co-use of bridge structures between rail
and trail is simply impossible and inherently unsafe, it has been working safely for t3
years. The biggest documented complaint/hazard of the design is from in-line skaters
on the wooden decking that complain of the open flangeways. In zot6, when it became
obvious that significant repairs to the long distances of Astoria's wood-pile trestles were
required, the track structure was maintained 'as is' on the replacement designs along
with joint trail use. Repairs are underway in the 2019 season, but the tracks, and the
trail, remain on the replaced bridges.8

The low speed, stopping distance and short length of any planned excursion train,
combined with wide-open sight distances on the approaches to Eureka Slough, make

consideration of the Astoria solution imperative as an alternative approach, rather than

8 https://www.cJai!yastc,riail.com/rrew-s/locai./freiqht-rajlor-l.rcllev lrail/artiele ccl5eBBgd-8c7e-5e35-baa7-

dee4133 b3b:99. htnl
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removal of the rail or construction of a parallel trail bridge in an environmentally
sensitive area. No liability-averse freight railroad would either consider or allow it, but
under the unusual criteria and operational characteristics of this project similar to
Astoria, it should be considered, particularly when local control of the corridor can be
done.

Trail proponents are welcome on many rail and trail corridors across the US, and there
are significant projects where tracks and trails co-exist with low-speed excursion activity
where it was previously considered impossible. Projects from York County PA's trail
alongside the Steam into History excursion are nationally recognized, as is the parallel
trail beside the Western Maryland Scenic Railroad at Cumberland-Frostburg (r8 miles
and through a tunnel), as well as the riverfront trail in Sacramento beside the California
State Railroad Museum excursion. None of these projects have barrier fencing. The
additional costs of wide paving, guard rails, barrier fencing, and side shoulders
contribute to exponentiaUy higher trail costs that are a detriment to both projects to
achieve their goals.

Legitimate concerns about placement of trails beside active railroad tracks are not
misplaced, but are subject to the reality of excursion operations, where low speeds, short
trains, faster stopping times, and local control policies are simply not comparable to the
exaet same situation beside a heavy-use freight or commuter railroad. Other than the
gauge of the track, the situations are simply not similar.
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Boarding Locations

While THA has saved a significant amount of equipment to actually implement a fully-
operating excursion senrice, and has access to physical space at Samoa to maintain it -
one of the remaining issues is how to interface with the on-line communities to benefit
both the railroad and the communities along the route.

In an ideal world, the historic railroad depots would still be standing and available for
restoration. However, for the successful operation of an excursion railroad in today's
market, most of those historic structures do not fit the functional needs. There is rarely
enough parking. The floor plan of the original depots was usually a mix of waiting room,
baggage room and ofEce, with structural walls and smaller rooms. Restrooms and
utilities that were constructed in the early 19oo's were rarely updated. Tlpical depot
design of the era does not translate well to new needs.

Criteria for a modern excursion railroad revolve around function. The needs for a

boarding location today are different from even a few years ago.

r) Site and Curb Appeal. The loeation must fit the 'mom test' of someone arriving
with a collection of small children. It needs to be in an area that appears
maintained, is safe and that a vehicle can be left in for a few hours without undue
concern. The old industrial areas typically found in historic rail locations often
communicate just the opposite first impression.

z) Restrooims. One of the most important issues, and too often moved to the bottom
of the list by enthusiasts, is a set of modern and clean restrooms. While this can
be an expensive option in a structure, rental trailers with full and self-contained
facilities are now available and have been an excellent solution for historic sites
with higher visitation rates. The impression of the entire operation is usually set
by this one factor, particularly for families.

3) Parking. As the financial survivability of an excursion operation is often tied to
capacity and events, there must be adequate on-site parking in the immediate
area ofboarding.

4) Ticket Sales Area. At minimum, an enclosed area used for ticket sales with
utilities, including internet access for credit card sales.

S) Retail Space. Economie survivability of a program can often be measured by
retail sales beyond the ticket. Any suitable, open-floor plan space with good flow
design, lighting and utilities is preferable to none.

6) Under-Couer Waiting Area. In an area such as the Humboldt Bay, subject to
seasonal conditions, wind and less-than-ideal temperature, roofed shelter prior
to boarding is needed somewhere, even if the retail space area meets those needs.
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7) Accessibility. Any site involving public funding or underlying ownership must
consider accessibility issues. High-level platforms should be a goal; at minimum
there must be a paved area for a wheelchair lift. High-level platforms also
minimize the most common insurance claim of slip-and-fall from boarding
accidents among all excursion railroads.

8) Locati.on. Until the advent of GPS and phone navigation, site visibilityfrom main
routes used to be one of the top site criteria. Now, as long as the site has an
accurate street address and can easilybe located by GPS, directions to the site are
solved by technology. This is a fundamental change in selecting boarding
locations.

g) Historic Context. Ideally the location has some sense of history, if that
impression is part of the marketing effort. In the case of this operation, that
historic context is already addressed by the entire historic site of the Samoa

Shops. Not all boarding locations need this context, but it impacts the selection.
ro)Passrng Sidings/Runaround Track. T]rpical excursion operations require that a

single locomotive pulls the train from the front, arrives at an endpoint, and'runs
around' the train on a double-ended passing siding. In an area that does not
already have a passing siding present, this can entail new construction of a
second parallel track with two track switches to allow the locomotive to change

ends of the train for the return trip. 'Push'operations similar to commuter trains

are uncommon, and would require a legal cab car to achieve. Some diesel

excursion operations (such as Napa Valley) have a locomotive at each end of the

train.

Eureka

Eureka's biggest issue isn't whether or not it
deserves a boarding location; it is where to put it.
The review of the community from the original
study did have updated information that impacts

current conclusions and recommendations.

The original Northwestern Pacific/Southern
Pacific yard and "balloon track" is now fully
removed, although the turntable still appears to
be in place. The small steel office building that NCRA occupied (and Eureka Southern

/NWP before them) is now standing abandoned and boarded up. The marooned

locomotives remain in stripped and vandalized condition. Initial impressions that the

original yard location no longer constitutes a recommended boarding area are only

reinforced, unless multiple development efforts such as the Marina Center rekindle into
a funded development plan impacting the entire area. This development could
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dramatically change that recommendation but at this point the conclusion is to preserve
the track to this location as it offers little if any resistance to parallel trail activity - there
is adequate room for both and the parallel bicycle trail is well developed without
impacting the tracks.

The Marina area offers a 2,1oo sq. foot event space, restrooms, parking and'friendly'
atmosphere that Eureka can be justifiably proud of. With the addition of a relatively
simple boarding platforrn, sidewalks and lighting, it can be transformed into a low-cost
boarding location for an alternate ferry origin location. The biggest issue is providing a

protected pedestrian crossing to get across to the tracks on the other side of Waterfront
Drive, although one currently exists.

The existing bright spot on the location and the
real recommendation is to establish a viable
connection between auy ferrl, /cruise
opportunity on the Bay and the excursion rail
program. The "Madaket", docked at the foot of C
Street, is an existing and valid attraction in its
own right. , and provides a unique opportunity
for linking the vintage rail experience with an
equally memorable ferry ride between Samoa
and Eureka.

Challenges in this location are also present, as

while the "Madaket" is an attraction, it has very
low capacity and would be overflowed with even

one 96-seat coach full of passengers. The'round
the bay' option will be limited not by train, but
by boat capacity and a partnership with that
provider. The second challenge - mentioned in
the track portion - is that the trackage eurrently
in the pavement in First Street would likely show
significant degradation if it was regularly hosting
heary rail equipment. Current operations with a

capacity of the ferry.

First Street?

speeder and trailer are similar to the

The track in the street right-of-way through First Street remains both an opportunity
and a hazard. From an operational standpoint, boarding anywhere on the street itself
places passengers immediately in harms way into traffic as they would get on and off the

train. Similar center-of-the-street vintage streetcar programs have resulted in moving
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the track to one side of the street and building the curb out to meet cars. This does not
appear to be a viable approach here.

I Street District

After 2zoo'of street running, the track has its
own right-of way to the east side of Waterfront
Drive; generally elevated from the street but
only LS-zo' away from current edge of
pavement. While this maybe just enough room
for a narrow boarding platform, it is inadequate
for any kind of temporary or permanent
structure. This continues on for another 27oo'
running parallel to Waterfront Drive on a

narrow right of way over the bank from Eureka.

This changes in the immediate area underneath
the Samoa bridge - in the immediate location of
the Samoa access boat launch. Waterfront
Drive swings west to avoid a bridge pier,
resulting in a nearly 40' x zoo' parcel
immediately between the street and the tracks
with minimal vertical difference. Directly
across the street is the existing parking lot for
the boat launch area that appears to have a

capacity of up to 8o spaces if the car+trailer
spaces were parked with two vehicles each. While riders would have to cross Waterfront
Drive to reach a boarding platform, this location is one of the few spots that offers an
existing parking area with a location beside the track wide enough for an enclosed
structure forboarding.

This parcel has also been proposed for a multitude of future developments over the
yearse, all of which would only serve to compliment the presence of the railroad as a
destination if they ever did come to pass. As long as the parking space for all activities
remained adequate, the location beside the tracks conflicts with no alternate use.

Because of the parking and boat launch activity, this location would be the easiest for a

'quick start' boarding location without significant addition construction.

e 
https://lostcoastoutpost.c omlZOLT fiul127/eureka-looks-develop-rv-park-near-samoa-bridge/
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T Street and North...

The semi-industrial area between T Street
and X Street actually has two
underutilized and vacant parcels adjacent
to the railroad. The north side of First
Street measures z,LTo feet between
crossings; an insurance agency, two
residences and an unlabelled warehouse
are the only neighbors. The two parcels
that are undeveloped measure 6oo' and
zoo'and back onto the railroad without a
significant grade and also have street
frontage. There is nothing on the north
side ofthe track except at the intersections,
is undeveloped marshland with the walking

and the entire center area north of the track
trail.

This area is particularly interesting in that it is directly north of the Red Lion, arguably
the most significant lodgrng in downtown and also within 1,ooo'walking distance of the
hotel front door.

Long term, this may be the best location for any new construction of a'downtown' rail
station that does not interfere with vehicle traffig existing development, coastal
conflicts and would contribute to additional adjacent development by its presence.

'oBlue Ox" to the Slough Bridge

While the "Blue Ox" complex is interesting and a possible location for a short step
on/step off platform for attraction visits and a destination, it is too constrieted by
existing geography to be recommended as a primary boarding/station location.

Historic Lurnber Mill - Brainard

The two major industrial parcels between Eureka and Arcata on the bayside have
excellent visibility on Hwy. 1o1, more than ample parHng and development space, and
are already considered to be industrial areas that would not have conflicting use with
zoning. These are the only parcels tlat have adequate space to accommodate activities
such as equipment storage, a passing siding, additional repair facilities, etc. outside of
Samoa itself. While neither site is considered vacant, the Brainard site in particular has
more unused land space than used. The major advantage to both these locations is that
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unlike any other place on the railroad, they have high visibility to passing traffic on Hwy.
101.

Arcata

The essential problem at Arcata remains that the 'through'track from Eureka to Samoa
skirts the actual community on the south edge, and passes through a very industrial
parcel that still has significant activity. The area of Arcata that would be the most
interesting and viable to develop as an excursion rail boarding area would require a
reverse move out to the 'main line'; not impossible by any means but not a desirable
operational feature.

Under the best of circumstances, the track arrangement in Arcata does not lend itself
well to obvious boarding locations. The track veers well west of Hwy. 1oU the through
track to Samoa traverses a non-historic industrial district, and the desirable historic
portion of the town is essentially on what is now a dead-end spur. The connecting track
to Samoa is significantly compromised due to both condition and encroachment issues,
and would require nearly the same problematic operational issues as simply reversing
back to the main track out of the downtown area. The downtown area, however, does
have its merits.

The rail-aceessible hig$ight of downtown Arcata
remains the historic building referred to as the
Creamery at 9th and L Street. This location is
continuing to evolve into a redeveloped multi-
tenant district including a new restaurant/pub,
playhouse and other visitor-friendly locations as

well as a local meeting place housed in the
Creamcry building. In absence of an actual train
station, the trackside location of this building
allows the development of Arcata as an actual
destination worth getting off the train for, or as a well-known location to board the train
without resorting to additional new construction of visitor facilities.

Accessing this location requires an awkward, but not long, reverse move to reconnect
back to the 'main line' to Samoa of L,7oo'; five blocks of Arcata. The tracks are on a
streetside separate right-of-way that would allow a train to temporarily park by blocking
8th St. (which is a non-through street) and even have a train length of up to r,5oo feet
(r8 cars - well in excess of any potential operating plan) to be held for short-term
boarding without blocking either gth St. or Hwy. 255. A reverse move at 5mph through
this commercial district (just above walking speed) would add another four minutes of

oq.4LN+"
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run time plus restarting, which is not a particularly long time penalty to include Arcata
in the itinerary of scheduled destinations.

This would also involve the likely full reconstruction of L,7oo' of existing track, as the
current tie condition on this branch is obviously well below FRA Class r. Only two
actual crossings are involved, the access driveways on sth St., and the actual crossing on
8th that appears to have been repaved. A train entering Arcata could either pull in
(coming from Eureka) or back in (coming from Samoa) and stop just short of the 9th St.
crossing. This approach would also not require either the clearing or rehabilitation of
the west leg of the track in Arcata.

Other than the track rehab to minimum FRA standard, relatively little would need to be
done for initial startup, as the parallel bike path also serves as an excellent pedestrian
walkway to the Creamery, and public facilities exist at that location. Prior to the
opening of the new restaurant/pub in December 2018, a'destination'attraction was still
in the offing, but at this point the recommendation of this spot as an actual boarding
location in conjunction with this project can be made.

The crossing of Hwy. z5S by the main track
leading to Samoa was also examined and was

found to be lacking in nearly every aspect. The
property maps clearly show that the trackage
through the industrial property is a narrow
corridor, although potential sale of the portion of
the parking lot property between the track and
Hry. zSS could allow for future development.
The industrial nature of this area would remain.
This entire area, however, is on the extreme
southern fringe of Arcata and would do relatively little to showcase either the historic
town or increase visitor economic impact from tourism.

Arcata-Samoa

Track in this location generally follows Hwy.. 255, even when it tends to be somewhat
out of sight in some locations. This area is generally not in a high-traffic location, and
outside Arcata, bereft of population or other attractions aside from the bayside scenery

- which is outstanding.

While many areas around the Bay can be described as breathtaking, other areas need to
be traversed with little additional promotion. The flats from Arcata to the crossing of
Hwy. zSS north (east) of Manila are still active dairy land and not unpleasant, but
generally flat farmland.
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The crossing at Hwy. 2SE will require significant reconstruction, and may need to be an
'end of track' for a time until that is accomplished. Space on the south side of the
crossing is restricted although a small pull-off area exists, and it is not practical for use
other than possible temporary construction. The industrial property on the north side
(which was an active sawmill site by Sierra Pacific with a siding until zo16) has been
reportedly resold for a business park but has shown little current activity on the site. As
it has over To acres of space, utilities, parking and easy road access, it may yet develop
into a site that would accommodate rail activity or allow for related excursion
development.

Manila's history as a post WWII non-company-housing location means that is has no
extant historic significance or structures, let alone a station. The most siguificant thing
about Manila, the "Friends of the Dunes" nature center, is on the north (wes$ side of
Hwy. zSS and is not accessible by the railroad. The track generally runs in a corridor
just out of sight of the highway and through residential back yards. Parallel driveways,
back yards and the absence of identified areas of interest generally remove Manila from
contention as a target boarding area, although it may become an interim destination
point until the Rt. 255 crossing can be reconstructed. The only'main street'in Manila
would appear to be Lupin Dr. that has any space for parking; the track is across a

residential street but is generally accessible.

Until Samoa, there are no further road-accessible boarding locations along the track.

Samoa

It should be noted that the'end of track' at Samoa is actually well-beyond the area of the
Samoa Shops, and is even beyond what might be considered'downtown'Samoa near the
fire station and community center on Cutten St. Therefore, mileages, rehab costs, time
estimates, etc. have to be accordingly reduced as the railroad operation doesn't really go

to the end of track as defined by ownership mileposts.

Whether Samoa is considered to be an origin point or destination is somewhat
irrelevant as a trip from Samoa to Arcata/Eureka, or Arcata/Eureka to Samoa, is equally
valuable. Using the bay bridge to connect, or using a boat ferry ride to connect, presents
so many alternatives that it will be up to the actual operating staff to experiment to see

what features work best in the market. In any case, there is no singfe answer as the
potential alternatives of out-and-back, or a loop trip with a boat return, etc. are all
possible.

Samoa really has three locations, any of which or all that may ultimately be developed at
least for minimal boarding facilities.
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Samoa Shops - this is the logical termination of the program and the obvious endpoint
of the visitor experience as the shops have already evolved to a worthy museum exhibit

by the outstanding restoration and stabilization
work achieved by the volunteers. When Stone
Consulting first visited this site in 2oo1, the
overall condition of the facility - from roof, to
structural, to functionality - was teetering on the
edge of structural failure in selected spots. Now
that the buildings are stabilized and useful, the
evolution of the site into the prime destination
spot is complete as it has all the elements
necessary to succeed.

Beyond the shop area, two other areas are at least of note:

Just on the other side of the hill that is the
home of the Samoa Cookhouse is what was the
main line of the Vance/Hammond logging
railroad up to Fairhaven. This passes the foot
of the driveway to the Cookhouse, and the
remaining derelict structures on the site in zorS
were scheduled to be demolished as structurally
unsafe. This will create additional open space
for parking, and possibly site development, with
the more visible relationship to the Samoa

Cookhouse.

Improvements at this location can also be relatively minimal with the addition of not
much more than a boarding platform and a possible portable sales booth. The prirnary
advantage to this location is an easier walk to reach the cookhouse than the unusable
stairway approach from the shop area climbing up the back of the bluff. Parking exists
both at the Cookhouse and adjacent to what had been a community recreation building
that is now severely compromised structurally.

The historic center of Samoa is arguably the Samoa
Block, which remains the remaining centerpiece of
the company town. This is also adjacent to the
small trackside building that is the post office, but
even resembles a small train station. The current
owners of the companytown, Samoa-Pacific, have a
master plan that involves rehab of some of the
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historic homes (already accomplished) along with preservation of many of the historic
structures still in place.

Any future development of commercial or
tourism interests per the Plan presumably
centers around this area. Because ofthis logical
linkage, the track should at least be kept in place

to this location to hold access, even if it does not
currently present the most logical boarding
location for initial startup.

Samoa's potential as a semi-preserwed company
town worthy of both tourism and historic
preservation is tantalizingly close, and if the plans for Samoa continue to progress, will
only be enhanced by the presence of the historic railroad that conneeted it to the outside
world.
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EquipmentAnalysis

Many things have changed since eoot when the feasibility concept of the operating
railroad around Humboldt Bay was examined. At that time, the entire equipment
collection was at Blue lake, stored outside, with a very uncertain future on leased
property.

The new lease of the shop site at Samoa, and the expiration of the lease at Blue Lake,
precipitated an exodus of equipment and the collection to a new location. This has
resulted in the majority of the collection now being stored under cover and inside, along
with a thorough examination and inventory of what was saved and where it is now. The
current collection is well-documented as a result, as well as in a far better storage
Iocation.

At the same time, TFIA was strategicaly building for the future. This included spotting
emerging opportunities in procuring equipment that both fit the potential strategic
mission of the planned excursion operation around Humboldt Ba5 and also fit the
mission of a museum that had specific interest in those acquisitions that were historic
and appropriate to rail and industrial history in the region.

The latter is rather important because at least in the legacy of TEA-zr grant language,
any asset involved in a federally-backed grant (through the state DOT, and local MPO)
also involved establishing that the asset, site or piece of equipment was 'eligible' for
state historic register nomination. That typically meant that the item or site had to have
established historic significance within the borders of the state, and in some cases,

meant that grant dollars could not be spent without that historic linkage.

While the application and use of transportation enhancement funds has markedly
changed, TIIA has continued to make sure that equipment acquisitions have continued
to be not only appropriate to the operational mission, but historically appropriate to the
region. The equipment that has been procured in addition to the Blue Lake collection
since the original study has stayed very true to this concept. What has been acquired is
not only useful to the operating railroad concept, but would also be equally valuable to
develop a static museum collection of relevant equipment to the local history of the
timber industry in the area.

Three locomotives have been acquired by THA since the last study:

r) GE 44-ton diesel, ex-Arcata & Mad River #1o1: This locomotive was in near-
operational condition and has been restored to full operational condition by
volunteers. It's significance is both as a practical low-speed, relatively lightweight
locomotive as well as an operational A&MR diesel.
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z) Pacific Lumber *37: This Alco-built 2-8-2 had ended up all the way back in
Pennsylvania on a tourist railroad and was stored unserviceable due to necessary
firebox work. This larger, bidirectional logging locomotive is now undergoing a
slow restoration at the Strasburg PA shops, funded by THA.

g) Dolbeer & Carson's z-6-z #9. This locomotive had been acquired by the
California State Railroad Museum (CSRM) in Sacramento and was considered as
a viable candidate for restoration. The de-accession plan to thin the Sacramento
collection donated the locomotive to THA as a locally-appropriate and approved
museum site to receive the donation. The locomotive had a previous full boiler
study by CSRM and some cost estimates for restoration.

As one of the key issues of the original zoor Feasibility Study was a lack of operational
locomotives, or a plan to get them, this progress is notable. Achieving one operational
and two true restoration candidate locomotives is a significant step forward. Detailed
discussions of the two potential steam locomotive candidates follow.

Passenger Cars

At the time of the original study, THA had
access to one possible passenger car
effectively stored unserviceable at Brainard.
While the carbody is still there, and is
generally structurally sound and surprisingly
dry, the mechanical condition is relatively
poor.

THA has managed to get a collection of
passenger cars now on-site that can achieve a

startup operation on both a short-term and
long-term basis.

The first significant acquisition was the
decision to purchase the four ex-Southern
Pacific "Suburban" style passenger coaches
from the Virginia and Truckee Historical
Commissionlo. These non-air conditioned,
open-window cars had virtually their entire
service lives in California suburban service in
the Bay area, and were occasionally used in
passenger specials as far north as Eureka.

1o 
Original SP numbers 2O9L,2095,2LO6, and 2148

Restored SP Suburbqn coach zt44 at Perris
CAmuseum - sisfer car to THA coaches.
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The coaches are a r9z4 Pullman-built all-steel car that can seat as many as 96, and have
a single small toilet compartment. These four cars were also among the last vintage
Southern Pacific cars in operational condition that were transferred to Caltrans when
that agency was formed; donated to the Golden Gate Railroad Museum, moved to the
Portola (CA) Railroad Museum where they stayed in storage, and then were sold to the
V&T Historical Commission when that line began reconstruction between Gold Hill and
Carson City.tt

These are a 'standard' steel passenger car and weigh in at 6o tons each with a length of
just over 8o'when coupled. This was a long and heavy car for the V&T operation, with
prevailing 26% grades and very sharp curves, and the cars were never used and
subsequently resold to TFIA in zoo8. With its flat profile and wide curves, these cars are
far better suited to this location than the mountains of Nevada.

These cars have become a relatively common car for tourist railroads in the west with at
least zo cars in active service, and at one time were the backbone fleet of the Grand
Cany'on Railroad.t" They are also used as the primary vintage cars in several California
railroad museums.

While the four coaches are in fair condition and still require extensive work to be

serviceable coaches to the public, they were retired in operational condition and are now
protectively tarped. As such, they are difficult to inspect but were also obtained for very
low cost and are both historically accurate and high capacity. Considering the demand
for high-capacity, historic steel coaches today, it would be difficult if not impossible to
find four similar matching cars.

The other three cars are true museum pieces -
ex-Northwestern Pacific cars that tie their
lifetime to actual Eureka service. They consist
of a coach privately restored and converted
over to a parlor car, an ex-SP hear,yweight
diner, and an ex-NWP business car that for all
intents and purposes is considered to be a
private car. All three cars are in near-
operational condition with extensive interior
work already performed. While the car
exteriors are essentially in primer, the car
interiors are in presentation condition.

t'https://www.nevadaappeal.com/news/local/w-commission-to-sell-rail-cars/
12 http:/iwww.rvpn.crs/forumsl'vlewtopic.pbp?f =1&t=37467
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These three cars accomplish a goal that many
tourist railroads are struggling to achieve with
increased market demand for premium first-
class services; a diner for catered dinner train
services (even if the kitchen is not fully
functional), a parlor car configuration for
first-class seating and a business car available
for charter, corporate meetings, community
fundraisers or other special uses.

The exterior condition of the cars, while
uninteresting and drab, is nearly deliberate to
conceal the exquisite level of restoration and vintage
material that is on the inside. These three cars are
on a quality standard to the public that exceeds the
best that many operating railroads can now offer.

Most projects reviewing feasibility would have to
deal with acquiring a suitable fleet of vintage cars,

along with the difficulty of moving them on-site.
TFIA has already accomplished this, and the ability
to handle capacity necessary for financial survival on
special events is well beyond the conceptual stage.

The rehab program for each car type is different, but
can be generally described. The first issue to deal
with is the mechanical/safety items necessary for any
operations, including inspection for structural
issues. This includes minimum wheel standards and
a functional and inspected brake system. Trucks,
bolsters and couplers need to be inspected for
specific FRA safety issues for actual operation.
Because the cars will be operating on a disconnected,
but non-insular, operation (and also no faster than
z5mph even with FRA II track conditions) the issues

with wheel bearings and interchangeability to a

connected railroad will not apply.

The second level is for structural preservation; which
includes evaluation of the roof, windows, floor and
the plan for restrooms as those can include

Timber Heritage Association
Feasibility Study Update and Assessment

October zorg

NWP heritage diner at Samoa

NWP heritage business car qt Samoa
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structural modifications to the car itself. If a car is operating without FRA safety
glazing, waivers must be applied for - which considering the speed and environment
present around Humboldt Bay, shouldbe granted.

The third level is to deal with basic interior features including upholstery, lighting,
vestibule condition, restrooms and all surfaces that a passenger comes in contact with in
riding in the car.

The final, and fourth level, is to elevate the car to a higher standard than minimum,
which can include full electrical lighting, heating and air conditioning systems, electrical
pass-thru cabling, sound systems, and possible feature additions of tables, bar service,
etc. The existing diner, lounge and business car already have interior features and
treatments that would qualfy these three ears for'extra fare' services in today's market.

Missing Car?

The only missing factor for the trainset remains the absence of equipment or plan for a

car for on-board, electrical power generation. As the prime markets for many
operations now extends into December, air conditioning AND heating need to be
considered, and these can be expensive upgrades to an existing car. Texas State
Railroad, which has very similar Pullman-built commuter cars and a multi-car fleet, has

installed underfloor power generation with interior forced-air ductwork and modern
control system. While the basic HVAC components are not the budget-breaker, the
$rzo,ooo and up Stadco gensets can be, and while each one can theoretically power up
to three cars including the car it is on, still is a significant budget issue and has taken
years to accomplish.

Power generation can be developed into one dedicated power car or a genset on a

locomotive. The GE 44-ton is too physically small to accommodate a genset, and even
most conventional freight locomotives do not have physical space to fit one in. The
other'standard choice'is to take a passenger car and convert it into a power generation
car by using a front compartment to house a larger-capacity generator, and the
remainder of the car to house a snack bar, accessible restroom/seating, and other issues

that only a refitted car can accommodate. Each car is then equipped with heavy-duty
electrical cables to pass-thru power in the entire train.

The ADA accessibility issues need to be addressed, and for vintage passenger trains the
basic concept is that not every car needs to be accessible, but the service must be, along
with an accessible restroom. The minimum door and turning dimensions usually result
in construction of an entirely new restroom compartment in a different car. Ease of
loading takes two different issues, an external semi-permanent ramp to the car floor
level so that the wheelchair or passenger does not struggle with steps at the end but a
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side-door loading scheme, and an interior design that evades tight clearance collision
bulkheads and doors present in almost all vintage passenger cars.

The solution to all three issues is to procure at least one additional passenger car that
has a side-door configuration; an ex-baggage car, Railway Post Office, or combination
baggage-coach. These vintage cars can be in relatively short supply as they were not all
that useful until recently. Texas State Railroad has two ex-Santa Fe combines equipped
as power/snaeVADA cars, Cuyahoga Valley actually obtained a streamlined combine
and franchised it out to a local nursing home firm as the sponsor for ADA access. Oil
Creek & Tituwille rebuilt an ex-PRR Railway Post Office as the power/snack/ADA car
and it has been the most popular car on the train for many years.

The poor-condition carbody stored at Brainard may be a candidate for modification, and
has the advantage of being on-site when such a significant portion of cost is
transportation. The key item for success remains the ability to partition off the car into
a more usable configuration, along with installing some side-door loading.

Locomotives

Of all the areas that have significantly changed since the original feasibility study,
possibly the most significant is the progress made on acquiring suitable locomotives for
any actual rail operations on the line for operation rather than just display and
preservation purposes.

The first acquisition of an historic Arcata & Mad
River Railroad GE-44-ton would be of marginal
benefit to most operations, but in this case, the
combination of history, a near-flat operating
profile, and desired light weight of operating
equipment come together to nearly speci$, a
locomotive like this as a preferred choice. As the
locomotive had already been rebuilt \Mith more
modern engines getting around the chronic
problems known with the original Caterpillar
engines - this locomotive is really an ideal starter
for the project and has been restored to operating
condition.

In most cases, a locomotive this light would be considered near useless, but the ability of
a 44-tonto handle a few cars on flat track has been proven - given that the engines have
been upgraded. As most museum-t1pe operations rapidly discover with steam

locomotives, you still need a small diesel to handle basic, inexpensive daily operations
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value can be appreciated and their inherent higher operating costs absorbed.

fimber Heritage purchased ex-Pacific
Lumber z-8-2 #57 from the
Wilmington & Western tourist railroad
(DE) and had it moved to the Strasburg
Railroad shops in Strasburg, PAo for
long-term restoration as the donation
budget allows. The locomotive is
historically significant to the area, and
also is designed for the light rail, sharp
curves, and bidirectional operation
that would still be present today. A
similar locomotive has been operating at the Mt. Rainer Scenic Railroad in Morton WA.

Restoration progress on Pacific Lumber 87 has been both slow, and expensive. For the
purposes of this report, Strasburg Railroad personnel were interviewed in-depth about
issues discovered during the rebuild process, and the remaining work to get the
locomotive operational. B1untly, until a boiler survey had been completed and true
analysis of the locomotive had been done, feasibility of restoration remained in
question, let alone potential cost. That now hing completed, and approximately
$88,ooo spent to date -----, the remaining work can be estimated in more detail.

Strasburg's Anderson replied "I belieue that we are clear of xtrprises on the boiler uith
the possible exception of corroded flert sleeue threads. The firebox may need
additional side sheet replacement on the nert t47z SDI, depending on hou they treat
their water and store the boiler. Running gear repairs appear to be prefu straight
forward.....I belieue that the original $4oo,ooo to $75o,ooo estimate has become

$goo,9o6 to $972,266 still to be qtent usith inflation.'

Given that these estimates are from a full-paid contract repair shop (with a sterling
reputation and experience) this is a relatively reliable assessment of the potential costs.
Ttris is an historic locomotive being repatriated to its home grounds, and remains in full
qualification for any California-based historie grants that may emerge. As one of the
primary problems with steam locomotives is that you never know what you are up
against for repairs until they are fully evaluated, knowing what the issues are on this
locomotive is its own value statement.

CDolbeer & Carson's z-6-z #g was in the California State Railroad Museum's collection
in Sacramento, and during the de-accession campaign of excess equipment that had no
hope of either cosmetic or operational use, transferred to Timber Heritage at Eureka.
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This was an unexpected donation to THA that
was not anticipated in the previous study, and
this locomotive was not in remote
consideration during the previous feasibility
study.

This is also an historic locomotive to the
region, California based. It is much smaller
than Pacific Lumber 37, but that is not
necessarily a disadvantage as it is also lighter
and less costly to operate should it be
restored.

This locomotive was given a walk-around
inspection on site in Samoa, and it was readily
obvious that it had been evaluated in detail for
operational restoration by CSRM, as boiler
grid marks were still plainly evident.
Research with CSRM's personnel indicated
that this had been done several years ago, but
that the results of the boiler survey and
inspection were not provided to THA. The locomotive was being considered for
operational use at CSRM in 1988. The Chief Mechanical Officer responsible at that time
recalled that"interior firebox taas usell u)orn and older. Bottom of smokebox qnd liner
uere thin. Boiler shell thickness u)ere uery good. Locomotiue boiler u)cs a good
candidate for repair. Locomotiues machinery usos fair."

CSRM also indicated that they still had a 'boxcar of parts' on hand for the locomotive
that needed to be moved to Samoa, and wanted TI{A to receive it when possible. The
parts, however, are now relatively inaccessible at CSRM and will require their assistance
to access.

If THA did not already have TPL SZ on hand and under study, the recommendation
would clearly be to aggressively pursue this locomotive and its records for restoration.
THA was in the process of obtaining all the paperwork from the rg88 boiler survey
effort, as well as resolve the parts still in storage at CSRM. This locomotive had been
stored under cover, and remains under cover, so it's cosmetic condition is also ready for
display as soon as any parts are re-attached.

This is both an attractive and economical locomotive, but the potential cost of a fulI
firebox replacement looming in restoration budget would place it more or less in the
same category as TPL g7 for potential costs. There is certainly no assurance that this

rson S in seruice appearance
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locomotive would be a better choice for restoration than what is already started, but it is
also clear that with a boiler sunrey already performed by CSRM that it places this
locomotive in advance of some of the other equipment in storage at Samoa. Further
detailed analysis of this locomotive, plus ongoing cost estimates with Strasburg could
change this conclusion as it is not entirely clear what the boiler survey has revealed.

Pacific Lumber 29 is a larger, but similar
locomotive to D&C 3, and was stored along
with the other ex-logging equipment at Blue
Lake during the previous feasibility study.
At the time, it was considered the only
locomotive on-site that had much hope for
an operational restoration.

Like D&C 3, this is a logging-style z-6-2, also
smaller and economical. Unlike D&C 3, the
current boiler, firebox and running gear

Pacific Lumber z9 at Samoa

condition has never been fully documented to the point where cost estimates can be

reliably produced.

At the time of the walk-around inspection, it was
reported that this locomotive had had severe

firebox problems to the point that the crown sheet
(top) of the firebox had been warped with
possible broken staybolts which would
necessitate full firebox sheet replacement if
severe enough. Photos taken during that
inspection do not show anyvisible deformation of
the crown sheet, broken stay heads, or visible
firebox damage. It should be noted that this was
NOT an actual firebox inspection, just an observation that if there was damage, it is not
plainly evident - which in most cases, would be.

This locomotive was stored outside at Blue [-ake for several years, so the exterior
corrosion on springs, frame, and mechanical parts would readily conceal critical cracks
in mechanical and structural components. This is an attractive locomotive, and
historically accurate to the area. Our conclusion is that it remains in candidacy for
restoration but without disassembly and a boiler survey performed, is rather unknown
on condition at this time. There is nothing on the locomotive that plainly removes it
from valid consideration.
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Two more locomotives are on site at Samoa that are notable, if not necessarily practical.
Arcata & Mad River Shay *t7 is on site at Samoa, and appears to be in reasonable
external condition. This locomotive had been operated at least as late as 1973, but
reportedly in a fire in storage that reportedly resulted in damage that was not repaired.

Shays are a valuable locomotive on a lightly-
built excursion railroad in mountain country,
and certain railroads prize them. They are true
logging railroad locomotives. They have no
advantage on a line as flat as the Eureka-Samoa
line, and their limits on speed to a nominal 8-
romph also limit their utility. Like PL 29, the
true condition of this locomotive is not known
without a full boiler and mechanical survey, but
would not place it as a primary candidate for
operation.

The last locomotive is
Hammond Lumber
poorest condition.

by far the largest -
and by far in the

is quite large for a

15,

It
'logging' locomotive, a full 2-8-z but with
tender, and still comes in somewhat lighter
than Pacific Lumber gZ with the water tank on
the boiler.

This locomotive really consists of a boiler shell
on running gear, as there is virtually nothing
left inside the shell from the firebox door
through the smokebox door. While this makes
doing an NDT boiler inspection easier as the tubes are already gone, the lack of boiler
interior instantly raises potential boiler costs above any other potential locomotive on
site without further consideration necessary.

THA literally faces a problem of abundance with at least two, and possibly three,
heritage steam locomotives that could not just rationally be restored to service but be
practical in nature to the operation. And, the existing and operational GE 44-ton
provides the immediate answer to operations as soon as track can be restored in any
location as it is light enough to be trucked to an operational corridor.
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Bridge Ratings vs. Potential Equipment frse

As mentioned in the bridge analysis portion, the required rehab of the bridge structures
under current operations of the speeder / maintenance vehicles is comparatively low.

During both SP and NWP operations over the line, routine use of z63,ooolb. loaded
lumber cars was done, and for its reputation, the railroad handled some extremely heavy
trains. This traffic was primarily done from Eureka south, but individual outbound
lumber cars for industrial loadings were as far on the line as the US Plywood mill
beyond Arcata. 268,000 lb loading translates to r3r tons at the railhead; which was
typically a loo-ton load plus a maximum of 3r tons for the car.

The locomotives 'abandoned' in Eureka are GM/EMD GP-g's and similar, and in full
working condition, weigh in at rz5 tons each. This can be slightly reduced with smaller
fuel tanks, but for comparison purposes it's important to recognize that the railroad
regularly hosted loads well in excess of roo tons at the railhead as a matter of regular
business. Iogging railroads, and vintage equipment, was much lighter.

A spreadsheet was prepared for evaluation purposes for the documented weights and
axle loadings of each major piece of equipment currently considered by THA As can be
seen, the locomotives are comparatively light, and the heaviest pieces of equipment are
actually the ex-NIAIP passenger cars - which is why they have six-wheel trucks to spread

the load out on lighter rail sections - an original design feature. Most. but not all. of
the potential equipment is half the weight or less of the freight cars once hauled.
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Understanding the comparatively light weight of the potential excursiion equipment is
critical because of the impact on both bridge and track reeonstruction costs. The lighter
footprints of this equipment are shown in two areas; one being the total equipment
weight, and the second being the weight on the railhead at the axle - which relates to
required rail size. The reason the entire Samoa Peninsula had lighter rail was simply
because heavier rail was not necessary.

Engineering and cost estimates for rail rehab are simply not comparable to current
design standards - particularly when any potential cost estimates are compared to the
costs for upgrading the south end of the railroad to commuter, light rail, and current
freight rail standards. That doesn't mean the numbers are wrong, but that the marked
difference between equipment proposed for this operation vs. current passenger and
freight rail standards cannot be ignored.

While significant work is required to meet minimum FRA track standards for low-speed
passenger operation, the comparatively light rail of existing and proposed replacements
from the Eureka yard stock was historically adequate, as well as drainage and bridge
designs. The lighter equipment makes it possible to consider bridge designs and rehab
plans that would have significantly less impact on the sensitive waterfront corridor than
would otherwise be possible.
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